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Trend-setting new illustrators making a
mark
By LUCIE MUIR and INTERNATIONAL HERALD TRIBUNE OCT. 9, 2002

LONDON— From the editorial pages of style magazines to the luxurious world
of ready-to-wear, hand-sketched fashion plates are back in vogue as an effective
alternative to the glossy fashion photograph.

Fashion's renewed interest in illustration is part of a move toward a more
personalized, less anonymous brand experience. And what better way to
illuminate ready-to-wear's raw edge than with the crafty mark of a brush or pen
on paper?

Illustrators such as Julie Verhoven, Tanya Ling, Hiroshi Tanabe, Francois
Berthoud and Richard Gray have been in the forefront of rescuing this
endangered art form. And some, like Ling and Verhoven, are going one step
further to create their own ready-to-wear collections.

"It's about time that fashion illustration made a comeback," says Ling.
"Illustrations are another very personal form of language and expression which
can give contrast to the norm."

Ling showed her second season of womenswear during London Fashion Week.
The off-beat collection, which one buyer described as being "mad" in an
organized kind of way, is now selling at Henry Bendel in New York and Matches
in London.

Ling is currently working on a series of drawings for Marc Jacobs's new
jewelry line under the Louis Vuitton label. Jacobs likes working with
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illustrators. Before Ling, he introduced Verhoven's eclectic style to the house of
Vuitton.

So how does someone like Ling find working along commercial lines? "It's
commercial work like this, which keeps me really focused," says Ling.
"Otherwise I have a million ideas going on in my head at once!"

But that's not to say that fashion designers are asking illustrators to restrict
their creative flow. According to Fred Loudoun-Shand, who represents
illustrators at the Art Department agency in London, when it comes to
promoting a fashion brand, most multinationals encourage illustrators to be
creative.

As a designer and trend forecaster by trade, Loudoun-Shand has worked on
many fashion campaigns. "In the '90s, I designed logos for Calvin Klein, the
epitome of homogenized corporate fashion," says Loudoun-Shand. "I remember
distinctly the idea was to make the logo as strong, clean and easily recognizable
as possible; a mechanized stamp of minimal discernment. Today this still
applies."

When Marc Jacobs commissioned Verhoven to design the logo bag for
Louis Vuitton last year, she came up with a collage of appliquéd butterflies and
clouds.

"When I first started out in the 1980s, I used to dread introducing myself as
a fashion illustrator," says Verhoven. But that's changed. She believes
illustrators today have new kudos thanks to experimental fashion magazines
such as Pop, Dazed & Confused and Another Magazine as well as to a new wave
of edgy fashion editors.

In addition to illustrating a music video for electro-clash band,
Fischerspooner, Verhoven has launched her first ready-to-wear collection for
spring/summer 2003. Like her drawings of wide-eyed girls and surreal
environments, the hand-finished clothes are just as naive and equally as kooky.
Her first store will open in January on London's Conduit Street.

Despite having easy access to computer design programs, Verhoven and
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other illustrators of her generation prefer to use their hands.

The New York-based illustrator Hiroshi Tanabe, whose drawings are often
compared to traditional Japanese woodcuts, creates imposing images for Anna
Sui's T-shirt collection. His hand-penned lines are off-kilter to give a feeling of
movement.

"I only use the computer when I am looking for a really minimal line," says
Tanabe, who favors a more natural edge. "Drawing by hand gives an illustration
a real quality which is hard to achieve any other way."

The illustrator Francois Berthoud agrees. His hands-on drawings first came
to light on the pages of the Italian fashion magazine Vanity in the 1980s. These
days his illustrations are more likely to appear in Italian Vogue and Visionarie.

From his studio in Milan, Berthoud also works closely with fashion brands
which he describes as having communications questions to solve. He finds that
most brands that approach him want to go beyond the fashion moment.

"As an illustrator I can interpret fashion in a more conceptual way so that
the model fades into insignificance and the clothing comes to the fore," says
Berthoud. "I use approaches which are the opposite of photography to show
fashion's bigger picture," he adds, noting his most recent ad campaign for the
Italian clothing company Incotex.

Fashion illustration in the commercial sense is nothing new of course. Andy
Warhol's delicate shoe drawings for the footwear company I.Miller in the 1950s
are a prime example of how illustration can work effectively to reach consumers.

Today, the boutique is seen as the perfect setting for a fashion company to
illustrate its identity to brand-conscious shoppers. To create the right retail
environment, designers are calling on illustrators to design just about
everything, from in-store graphics and brochures to the window display.

In London, the Oasis fashion chain has just added Richard Gray to its stable
of illustrators which includes Jason Brooks and Camilla Dixon. And Gray's black
and white illustrations today are splashed across carrier bags, in-store graphics
and other promotional material. His ethereal drawings also appear on the Oasis
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store card.

Hannah Russell, marketing director for Oasis, says the company has been
working with up-and-coming illustrators since 1991. "You just have to look in a
fashion magazine to see that most brands opt for the usual photographic
campaign. We are keen to use illustration as it is something that we see to be
different and special and that will stand out in a competitive market," she says.

London's Top Shop is also penning the way forward by employing the
artist/illustrator Daisy de Villeneuve to illustrate its new footwear line. De
Villeneuve's scratchy, felt-tipped drawings can be seen on shoe boxes and in in-
store booklets.

When it comes to image-boosting on a global scale, Stella McCartney has
chosen an unconventional route. Her current ad campaign, drawn by the artist
David Remfry, taps into a mood that goes beyond the impersonal customization
of recent seasons. The ads, which feature Ukrainian model Tetyana Brazhnyk
lounging in two different poses, creates a very unbranded feel, a sort of custom-
made ad campaign with little or no reference to the corporate fashion label it
was created for.

Remfry is keen to stress that he is an artist first; he was born and trained as
a figurative painter in England. He now lives in New York.

"Stella's parents subscribed to a 1960s art magazine called The Image,er
and I die I had painted and persuaded me to draw alon

And as for fashion's current interest in illustration? Says Remfry, "I find it
so refreshing to see a drawing in the middle of a fashion magazine. Among so
much photography, it's a welcome break for the eye."

***

Lucie Muir is a fashion writer based in London and Milan.
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